Abstract. Information extraction from legal documents is an important and open problem. A mixed approach, using linguistic information and machine learning techniques, is described in this paper. In this approach, top-level legal concepts are identified and used for document classification using Support Vector Machines. Named entities, such as, locations, organizations, dates, and document references, are identified using semantic information from the output of a natural language parser. This information, legal concepts and named entities, may be used to populate a simple ontology, allowing the enrichment of documents and the creation of high-level legal information retrieval systems. The proposed methodology was applied to a corpus of legal documents -from the EUR-Lex site -and it was evaluated. The obtained results were quite good and indicate this may be a promising approach to the legal information extraction problem.
Introduction
Information extraction from text documents is an important and quite open problem, which is increasing its relevance with the exponential growth of the "web". Every day new documents are made available online and there is a need to automatically identify and extract their relevant information.
Although this is a general domain problem, it has a special relevance in the legal domain. For instance, it is crucial to be able to automatically extract information from documents describing legal cases and to be able to answer queries and to find similar cases.
Many researchers have been working in this domain in the last years, and a good overview is done in the Stranieri and Zeleznikow's book "Knowledge Discovery from Legal Databases" [33] . Proposed approaches vary from machine learning techniques, applied to the text mining task, to the use of natural language processing tools.
We propose a mixed approach, using linguistic information and machine learning techniques. In this approach, top-level legal concepts are identified and used for document classification using a well known machine learning techniqueSupport Vector Machines. On the other hand, named entities, such as, locations, organizations, dates, and document references, are identified using semantic information from the output of a natural language parser. The extracted information -legal concepts and named entities -may be used to populate a simple ontology, allowing the enrichment of documents and the creation of high-level legal information retrieval systems. These legal information systems will have the capacity to retrieve legal documents based on the concepts they convey or in the entities referred in the texts.
The proposed methodology was applied to a corpus of legal documents from the EUR-Lex site 1 within the "International Agreements" sections and belonging to the "External Relations" subject. The obtained results were quite good and they indicate this may be a promising approach to the legal information extraction problem.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes the main concepts and tools used in our approach -SVM for text classification and a syntactic/semantic parser for named entities recognition -and the document collection used to evaluate the proposal; section 3 describes the experimental setup for the identification of legal concepts task and evaluates the obtained results; section 4 describes the named entity recognition task and its results; section 5 briefly describes some related work; and, finally, section 6 presents some conclusions and points out possible future work.
Concepts and Tools
This section introduces the concepts and tools employed in this work: the machine learning text classification approach used to automatically identify legal concepts and the appliance of linguistic information for named entity recognition. It concludes by presenting the exploited juridic dataset.
Text classification
The learning problem can be described as finding a general rule that explains data, given a sample of limited size. In supervised learning, we have a sample of input-output pairs (the training sample) and the task is to find a deterministic function that maps any input to an output such that the disagreement with future input-output observations is minimised. If the output space has no structure except whether two elements are equal or not, we have a classification task.
Each element of the output space is called a class. The supervised classification task of natural language texts is known as text classification.
In text classification, documents must by pre-processed to obtain a more structured representation to be fed to the learning algorithm. The most common approach is to use a bag-of-words representation, where each document is represented by the words it contains, with their order and punctuation being ignored. Normally, words are weighted by some measure of word's frequency in the document and, possibly, the corpus. Figure 1 shows the bag-of-words representation for the sentence "The provisions of the Agreement shall be applied to goods exported from South Africa to one of the new Member States.". In most cases, a subset of words (stop-words) is not considered, because their role is related to the structural organisation of the sentences and does not have discriminating power over different classes and some works reduce semantically related terms to the same root applying a lemmatiser.
Research interest in this field has been growing in the last years. Several machine learning algorithms were applied, such as decision trees [36] , linear discriminant analisys and logistic regression [29] , the naïve Bayes algorithm [25] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [18] . [20] says that using SVMs to learn text classifiers is the first approach that is computationally efficient and performs well and robustly in practice. There is also a justified learning theory that describes its mechanics with respect to text classification.
Support Vector Machines. Support Vector Machines, a learning algorithm introduced by Vapnik and coworkers [12] , was motivated by theoretical results from the statistical learning theory. It joins a kernel technique with the structural risk minimisation framework.
Kernel techniques comprise two parts: a module that performs a mapping from the original data space into a suitable feature space and a learning algorithm designed to discover linear patterns in the (new) feature space. These stages are illustrated in Figure 2 . The kernel function, that implicitly performs the mapping, depends on the specific data type and domain knowledge of the particular data source.
The learning algorithm is general purpose and robust. It's also efficient, since the amount of computational resources required is polynomial with the size and number of data items, even when the dimension of the embedding space (the feature space) grows exponentially [32] .
Four key aspects of the approach can be highlighted as follows:
-Data items are embedded into a vector space called the feature space.
-Linear relations are discovered among the images of the data items in the feature space. -The algorithm is implemented in a way that the coordinates of the embedded points are not needed; only their pairwise inner products. -The pairwise inner products can be computed efficiently directly from the original data using the kernel function.
The structural risk minimisation (SRM) framework creates a model with a minimised VC (Vapnik-Chervonenkis) dimension. This developed theory [38] shows that when the VC dimension of a model is low, the expected probability of error is low as well, which means good performance on unseen data (good generalisation).
In geometric terms, it can be seen as a search to find, between all decision surfaces (the T -dimension surfaces that separate positive from negative examples) the one with maximum margin, that is, the one having a separating property that is invariant to the most wide translation of the surface. This property can be enlighten by Figure 3 that shows a 2-dimensional problem.
SVM can also be derived in the framework of the regularisation theory instead of the SRM one. The idea of regularisation, introduced by [35] for solving inverse problems, is a technique to restrict the (commonly) large original space of solutions into compact subsets.
It is a fast optimization algorithm [20] that has the following features:
-solves classification, regression and ranking problems [21] -handles many thousands of support vectors -handles several hundred-thousands of training examples -supports standard kernel functions and lets the user define your own SVM light can also train SVMs with cost models [22] and provides methods for assessing the generalization performance efficiently, the XiAlpha-estimates for error rate and precision/recall [19, 20] .
This tool has been used on a large range of problems, including text classification [16, 18] , image recognition tasks, bioinformatics and medical applications. Many of these tasks have the property of sparse instance vectors and using a sparse vector representation, it leads to a very compact and efficient representation.
Named Entity Extraction
A named entity extractor locates in text the names of people, places, organizations, products, dates, dimensions and currency. This information is needed to complete the final step in formation extraction of populating the attributes of a template. It is also useful to locate sentences that contain particular entities to answer questions.
To address this task machine learning techniques such as decision trees [4] , Hidden Markov Models [24] and rule based methods [1] have been applied. In this work, instead of using a statistical approach, we will use a linguistic one.
Linguistic Information. The written language has a specific structure and comprehends several information levels. The most simple ones are the morphological and syntactic ones.
Morphological information includes word's stem and its morphological features, like grammatical class and flexion. While some natural language processing tasks use word's stem, others use its lemma.
Most syntactic language representations are based on the context-free grammar (CFG) formalism introduced by [11] and, independently, by [3] : given a sentence, it generates the corresponding syntactic structure. It is usually represented by a tree structure, known as sentence's parse tree, that contains its constituents structure (such as noun and verb phrases) and words' grammatical class.
Syntactic parser tool. Documents' syntactic structure was obtained using the PALAVRAS [5] parser for the English language. This tool was developed in the context of the VISL project by the Institute of Language and Communication of the University of Southern Denmark 3 . Given a sentence, the output is a parse tree enriched with some semantic tags. This parser is robust enough to always give an output even for incomplete or incorrect sentences, which might be the case for the type of documents used in text classification, and has a comparatively low percentage of errors (less than 1% for word class and 3-4% for surface syntax) [6] .
For example, the output generated for the sentence "The provisions of the Agreement shall be applied to goods exported from South Africa to one of the new Member States." is STA:fcl =SUBJ:np ==>N:art("the" S/P) The ==H:n("provision" <act> <sem-c> <ss> <nhead> <left> P NOM) provisions ==N<:pp ===H:prp("of" <np-close>) of ===P<:np ====>N:art("the" S/P) the ====H:n("agreement" <sem-c> <act-s> <ss> <ac-cat> <nhead> S NOM) Agreement =P:vp ==VAUX:v-fin("shall" <aux> PR) shall ==VAUX:v-inf("be" <aux>) be ==MV:v-pcp2("apply" <mv> PAS) applied =PIV:pp ==H:prp("to" <right>) to ==P<:np ===H:n("goods" <cc-h> <nhead> P NOM) goods ===N<:icl ====P:v-pcp2("export" <mv> <np-close> PAS) exported ====ADVL:par =====CJT:pp ======H:prp("from" <cjt-head> <advl-close> <right>) from ======P<:n("South_Africa" <complex> <nhead> <Proper> <Lcountry> S NOM) South_Africa ====P<<:pp =====H:prp("to") to =====P<:adjp ======H:num("one" <card> S) one ======N<:pp =======H:prp("of" <np-close>) of =======P<:np ========>N:art("the" S/P) the ========>N:adj("new" POS) new ========H:n("member_States" <complex> <nhead> <Proper> <heur> S NOM) Member_States .
Dataset description
We performed the experiments over an set of European Union law documents. These documents were obtained from the EUR-Lex site 4 within the "International Agreements" section, belonging to the "External Relations" subject matter.
From all available agreements we chose the ones that had their full text (not just the bibliographic notice) and obtained a set of 2714 agreements dating from 1953 to 2008. Since the agreements are available in several languages we collected them for two anglo-saxonic languages (English and German) and for two romanic ones (Italian and Portuguese), obtaining four different corpora: eurlex-EN, eurlex-DE, eurlex-IT and eurlex-PT. Table 1 presents, for each corpus, the total number and average per document of tokens (running words) and types (unique words).
Each eurlex document is classified into several ontologies: one obtained using the "EUROVOC descriptor", other using the "Directory code" and another using the "Subject matter". In all available classifications each document can be assigned to several categories. This setting is known as multi-label one.
The identification of legal concepts was accomplished using the first level of the "Directory code" classification, considering only the categories with at 
Legal concepts identification
This section introduces the experimental setup and presents and evaluates the results obtained for the legal concepts identification task.
Experimental setup
The experiments were done using a bag-of-words representation of documents, the SVM algorithm was run using SVM light with a linear kernel and other default parameters and the model was evaluated using a 10-fold stratified crossvalidation procedure.
Document representation.
To represent each document we used the bag-ofwords approach, mapping all numbers to the same token and using the tf-idf weighting function normalised to unit length. This well known measure weights word
where tf (w i , d) is the w i word frequency in document d, df (w i ) is the number of documents where word w i appears and N is the number of documents in the collection.
Stratified cross-validation. The cross-validation (CV) is a model evaluation method where the original dataset is divided into k subsets (in this work, k = 10), each one with (approximately) the same distribution of examples between categories as the original dataset (stratified CV). Then, one of the k subsets is used as the test set and the other k-1 subsets are put together to form a training set; a model is built from the training set and then applied to the test set. This procedure is repeated k times (one for each subset). Every data point gets to be in a test set exactly once, and gets to be in a training set k − 1 times. The variance of the resulting estimate is reduced as k is increased.
Performance measures. To measure learner's performance we analysed precision, recall and the Precision is the number of correctly classified documents (true positives) divided by the number of documents classified into the class (true positives plus false positives).
Recall is given by the number of correctly classified documents (true positive) divided by the number of documents belonging to the class (true positives plus false negatives).
F 1 is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall and belongs to a class of functions used in information retrieval, the F β -measure. F β can be written as follows
Macro-averaging corresponds to the standard way of computing an average: the performance is computed separately for each category and the average is the arithmetic mean over the ten categories.
Micro-averaging does not average the resulting performance measure, but instead averages the contingency tables of the various categories. For each cell of the table, the arithmetic mean is computed and the performance is computed from this averaged contingency table.
All significance tests were done regarding a 95% confidence level.
Results
While Figure 4 shows the micro-and macro-average precision, recall and F 1 graphically, Table 3 shows those measures for each category. For each measure, micro-and macro-average boldface values have no significant difference between them and the best value obtained. 
Evaluation
As can be seen in Figure 4 , the precision values are good and the same for all studied languages (there's no significant difference between them): the microprecision is above 0.95 while the macro one is above 0.90.
Having smaller values, the recall measure does not present the same behaviour: the best micro and macro-recall is for the English corpus, with .919 and .721 respectively, but while for the micro measure there is no significant difference for the German and Italian languages, for the macro one only the anglo-saxonic languages present the best values.
Considering the individual category results, it is possible to conclude that the precision is always above recall for all languages and categories and as expected (since documents where retrieved having the "External relations" subject matter), the "External relations" category (id 11) have the best precision and recall with values almost equal to one in all languages. The "Fisheries" (id 4) also have very good values all above .9 (except the recall for the Portuguese corpus).
On the other way, there are some categories with small recall:
-while "Industrial policy and internal market" (id 13) has the worst ones, with values between .309 for the Portuguese corpus and .382 for the English one, -"Transport policy" (id 7) has values between .481 for the Portuguese corpus and .568 for the English one and -"Customs Union and free movement of goods" (id 2) and "Energy" (id 12) have values between .565 ("Customs" category for the Portuguese language) and .707 ("Energy" category for the German corpus).
Comparing results between languages, the English and German corpus present the best and very similar results, with the Portuguese one presenting the worst ones.
Named Entity Recognition
This section presents the experiments done for Named Entity Recognition. It begins by describing the experimental setup, then the results are presented and an evaluation is made.
Experimental setup
The experiments were done using the eurlex-EN corpus (the collection for the English language). The following categories of Named Entities were studied:
-location names -organization names -dates -references to documents and document articles
We did not tried to extract personal names since after analysing the corpus we found almost no references to them.
For the extraction of location names and organization names we used the following subset of the semantic tags given by the parser PALAVRAS (see section 2.2):
-<Lwater>, <Ltown>, <Lregion> and <Lcountry> for location names -<HHorg> and <comp2> for organization names For the identification of dates we used a simple NLP tool, which received as input the sentences parse tree and performed a tree match procedure able to identify dates. References to other article and documents were also identified from the analysis of the parse trees.
After obtaining the candidate Named Entities, and since the corpus was not tagged, a manual evaluation was made for each category. For location names we made the analysis using the categorization given by PALAVRAS: "water" names (oceans, seas, rivers, etc. . . ), towns, regions and countries. Table 4 shows for each kind of extracted named entities, the number of documents and for tokens (running words) and types (unique words) the total number and the minimum, maximum and average per document. Table 4 . Number of documents and for tokens (running words) and types (unique words) the total number and the minimum, maximum and average per document (for each kind of named entity).
Results
It is important to point out that we didn't obtain the number of unique references because we only identified and extracted the references inside the documents and we didn't try to consolidate the results. In order to be able to calculate this value we will need further text processing and it will be the focus of future work. 
Evaluation
From table 4 we can state that these documents have a high number of references to other documents and articles (76091 references found and a 28% average per document). They also have high values of references to organizations and countries (56571 and 63979, respectively). These values are compatible with the type of analysed documents: legislation from the European Union. They also help to support our claim that this kind of information extraction is very important and it would allow the inference of important relations, such as, the chain of legislation references. 19994 date references were also identified, supporting 3521 distinct events. This information can also be used as a basis for an analysis of relevant events in this legislation domain.
The performed evaluation focused on the precision of the information extraction modules and the results were shown in table 5. There are 3 classes of results:
-dates -The precision was quite good (error rate of 0.1%). This precision value was obtained because the legal documents have a quite standard way of presenting dates and a simple NLP tool was able to identify and extract the dates;
-location -Precision between 80 and 90%. These results depend heavily on the quality of the semantic tag classifier of the parser. We observed typical classes of errors and a simple upgrade of the parser geographical information should improve significatively these results; -organization and references -Precision around 35%. This quite low value has distinct explanations:
• organization -the problem is caused by the semantic tag classifier of the parser. From a preliminary analysis it seems that all entities unknown to the system are classified as "organization". Only a change in the parser will allow an improvement of this result. Another approach might be to develop a special SVM classifier for this kind of entities.
• reference -The high error rate value is explained by the complex syntactic structure used in the documents to make references to articles of other legislation. A deeper analysis of the syntactic sentence structure is needed to improve the quality of this sub-task.
Related work
As referred in section 1 much work has been done in this domain in the last years. A good overview is done in the Stranieri and Zeleznikow's book "Knowledge Discovery from Legal Databases" [33] . In this book several approaches to the legal information extraction problem are described, varying from machine learning techniques to natural language processing methodologies. A more general but relevant reference in the information extraction domain is the "Information Extraction" paper of J. Cowie and W. Lehnert [13] .
In the legal domain some of the related work is:
- [39] used decision trees to extract rules to estimate the number of days until the final case disposition; - [40] developed rule based and neural networks legal systems; - [7] used neural networks to model legal classifiers; - [14, 15] used SVM to classify juridical Portuguese documents; - [34] proposed a framework for the automatic categorisation of case laws; - [30, 31] described the use of self-organising maps (SOM) to obtain clusters of legal documents in an information retrieval environment and explored the problem of text classification in the context of the European law; - [23] described classification and clustering approaches to case-based criminal summaries; -[9, 8, 10] described also related work using linear classifiers for documents; - [2] integrated information extraction, information retrieval and machine learning techniques in order to design a case-based retrieval system able to find prior relevant cases. They used SVMs to rank prior case candidates.
A proposal to identify and extract concepts and named entities in legal documents was presented and evaluated. The proposed methodology uses a SVM classifier to associate concepts to legal documents and a natural language parser to identify named entities, namely, locations, organizations, dates, and references to other articles and documents. The concept classification task obtained an precision higher than 0.95 for the four languages selected in this experience (English, German, Italian, and Portuguese). Worst results were obtained for the romanic languages, which is compatible with previous research and is probably due to the use of more complex syntactic structures and many word flexions.
The named entities task obtained very good results for the identification of dates, an average result for locations (10-20% median error rate) and bad results for the identification of organizations and references to other articles and legislation. Extraction of locations can improve with the use of geographical databases and with the availability of this information to the parser -this will be the focus of future work. The identification of references to other articles and legislation needs a deeper analysis of the parse trees: from our error analisys we were able to conclude that further work needs to be done in order to fully understand these syntactic structures.
Finally, we will improve our legal information retrieval system [26, 27] to take into account the extracted information and to allow users to retrieve documents based on semantic information and not on surface-level words.
